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Abstract 

In this short paper, we introduce an Excel data set which could be used to design various data 

cases when teaching Corporate Finance, Investments and Portfolio Theory. The structure of the 

data set is the simplest with just three columns: ID, Date and Value. The data set includes 

monthly adjusted closing price for over 200 stocks, several indices such as S&P500, CPI, GDP 

growth rate, unemployment rate, Fama-French three factors plus the momentum factor. After 

explaining the Excel double matching function, we show how to “retrieve” data for a given set of 

tickers (IDs) such as IBM, AAPL, WMT, SP500, FTSE, Rf, SMB and HML, to form a return 

matrix which is critical for our further analysis. In addition, we discuss how to convert monthly 

returns to annual ones. Another beauty of the data set is that anyone could update it since all data 

items came from public sources.    
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1 Introduction 

Since we have entered a so-called information era, the ability to retrieve, process a huge 

amount of data is critical. It has been argued that our financial decisions should be based on the 

outputs from our data analysis. For this very reason, one of the new AACSB requirements is 

related to data, i.e., skills to collect, process and use big data.  

Information technology and statistics/quantitative methods impacts on 

business practices to include data creation, data sharing, data analytics, 

data mining, data reporting, and storage between and across 

organizations including related ethical issues.
2
 

In this paper, we present and discuss an Excel data set which could be used to design 

many data cases. Since this data set contains monthly prices for over 200 stocks, a dozen indices, 

plus other time series, such as CPI, SMB (Small minus Big), HML (High Minus Low), UMD 

(Up minus Down, i.e., a momentum factor) and Rf (Risk-free rate), it will save students tons of 

time to retrieve data from various sources. Before, it is difficult to imagine that an instructor 

would ask his/her students to construct a 50-stock or 100-stock return matrix. When this data set 

is available, such a task is feasible. We have used this data set for Portfolio Analysis. The other 

benefits include an easy updating if an instructor or student chooses to do so.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the structure of the data set. Section 

3 demonstrates how to collect unique IDs. This is a necessary condition since a potential user has 

to know which stocks or indices are included. Next section discusses how to estimate monthly 

returns and form a return matrix for a given set of tickers. How to generate a return matrix is the 

ultimate objective of this paper. The reason is straightforward: a return matrix is the input for 

many data cases or term projects. For simplicity, when discussing various topics, many textbooks 

use annual returns. For this reason, Section 5 shows how to convert monthly returns to annual 

ones by using the Excel sumifs() function. Section 6 offers a list of data cases plus several 

potential topics with which we could apply this data set. The last section concludes and points 

out some potential extensions.  
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2. Structure of the data set 

From the web page of http://canisius.edu/~yany/dataMonthly.xlsx, we could download 

the data set. The structure of the data set is extremely simple: ID, DATE and VALUE, see the 

first several observations below. 

 

The first row is the header: ID, DATE and VALUE. For stocks, ID is equivalent to ticker 

and VALUE is equivalent to price. For example, from the second row, we know that for stock 

with a ticker of “A” on 11/30/1999, its end of month adjusted price is 38.96. A careful reader 

might ask why not use TICKER, DATE and PRICE since those three names are more 

appropriate. The key reason is that we have combined several types of data, such as stocks, 

indices, CPI, SMB, HML and the like. Thus, ID is better than TICKER. Similarly, the third 

column contains end of monthly adjusted closing price, monthly return (such as SMB) and level 

(such as CPI), see a few examples below. Thus, VALUE is better than return.  

 
 

 
 

 

SMB stands for High-Minus Low factor which is from Prof. French’s data library.
3
 To 

include the Fama-French three factors, we have two choices: using their original factors or 

generate their corresponding factor levels.  The advantage of generating index levels is that the 
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levels are consistent with stock prices. The disadvantages are many. Students would be confused 

since they would only see the following values after they download the Fama-French monthly 

factors. 

        Mkt-RF     SMB     HML      RF 

192607    2.95   -2.54   -2.65    0.22 

192608    2.64   -1.22    4.25    0.25 

192609    0.37   -1.21   -0.39    0.23 

192610   -3.24   -0.09    0.26    0.32 

192611    2.55   -0.15   -0.54    0.31 

192612    2.62   -0.13   -0.08    0.28 

Along the same line, it would very difficult for students to update this data set if we use 

levels instead of factors. Thus, we use the original formats, except all factors are divided by 100. 

For the return value for SMB in 192607, our value will be -0.0254. The reason is that some 

forget dividing the original factors by 100 even we mention this specifically.  

3 How to collect all unique IDs? 

Knowing which tickers are included and names of all available indices is a necessary 

condition since we have to input a few tickers to generate our return matrix. Below, we show an 

easy but tedious way.
4
 First, we copy column A to another spread sheet. Note before pasting, we 

choose the format of “123”. Then, we manually enter the first ticker in cell B1, see the image 

below. Our next objective is to “print” the first appearance of each ID, i.e., when the current ID 

is different from the previous one we print its value, see the formula in B2.  

 

After that we copy the formula to all other cells in Column B, see the next ticker below.  
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Our next objective is to remove all blank cells from Column B. For this purpose, we copy 

and paste B column to C. When pasting, we choose a format of ‘123’ instead of formula. Then, 

we sort column C from the highest to lowest, i.e., put all blanks at the bottom.  

 

The sorted result is shown in the left panel below. After that we sort it again, from the 

lowest to highest. The final result is shown in the right panel below (just the first several tickers).  

  

4 Generating a monthly return matrix 

First, let’s see a simple example. We generate a price matrix instead of a return matrix.
5
 

Assume that we want to estimate the beta for the first stock with a ticker of A. Thus, we have to 

retrieve A’s price and S&P500 index level, see the first several observations of our desired price 

matrix (three columns).   

 

With such a data set available, we could estimate their returns, then beta. The procedure 

is described in detail below.  

Step 1: generate a column called YYYYMM (column D), see the formula in cell D2 

below. For this task, two Excel functions called year() and month() are used.  
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Copy the formula from D2 to the rest cells in Column D. Then, we enter 199911 in E2, 

letter A in F1, and SP500 in G1. Our objective is to retrieve stock A’s monthly price when 

Ticker=A and YYYYMM=1911. Obviously, we should have a value of 38.96.  

 

For this purpose, we apply the index() and match() functions, see the formula in F2 

below. For November 1999, we should pick up 38.96 from column C, we initially choose a small 

range such as C2:C10. This is true for choosing A2:A10 and D2:D10. Note that after we finish 

the formula, we have to hit Shift-Ctrl-Enter three keys simultaneously. The value of 38.96 would 

pop up in cell F2.  

 

Note that if we simply hit enter-key, we would see the following error message.  

 

Before we copy it to the rest of the cells, we have to adjust the formula in terms of 1) 

searching all cells for columns A, D and D, 2) relative addresses.  
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After we copy the formula to the rest cells under A and SP500, we could get the final 

three columns shown at the beginning of this section. Below, we summarize the functions by the 

following image.  

 

As discussed before, generating a return matrix is the ultimate objective of offering this 

data set. First, let us show what the final output looks like, see below.   

 

With such a return matrix, we could estimate beta of various stocks, test the Fama-French 

3-factor model, construct an optimal portfolio and an efficient frontier. The beauty is that after 

we change the tickers, the return matrix would change automatically. There are two ways to 

generate such a return matrix.  
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Method I: Generate a price matrix, then a return matrix. From the example shown at the 

beginning of this section, we know how to do it.  

Method II: Generate a return matrix directly, see detailed procedure below.  

Step 1: Generate a column called “ret 1”, see the formula in cell D3 below.  

 

 Usually, we manually calculate a few values to double check the accuracy of our formula. 

(71.39-38.96) / 38.96 indeed leads to 0.8323922. After we are sure about our formula, copy and 

paste it to the rest of cells in Column D.  

Step 2: Generate another column called “ret 2” by replacing the first return for each ticker with a 

blank. The reason is that the first return uses the previous ticker’s last price in its 

calculation. The formula of if(A3=A2,D2,””) means that if the current ticker is the same 

as the previous one, we use that the return, otherwise, we enter a black.  

 

To double check, we go to the next ticker of AA to see the effect.  
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Step 3: Generate a YYYYMM column (column F), see below. 
6
 

 

Step 4: Manually enter a row of tickers and the second column of YYYYMM (column G), see 

the circle below.   

 

Obviously, for stock A, its return in December 1999 (199912), is 0.832392. In other 

words, Cell H3 should contain this value. For the formula in this cell, we have to match two 

things: (ticker from H2 with Column A)  and (YYYYMM in G3 with Column F). After they are 

matched, we would choose the corresponding value from Column E.  

Step 5: Enter a preliminary formula in H3. We know that we should get a value of 0.832392. In 

G3, we enter the following formula. 

 

After hitting Shift-Ctrl-Enter three keys, our correct result would appear.  
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 It seems that we could use YYYYMMDD as an alternative. However, it is problematic. The reason is that the 

Fama-French factors have a format of YYYYMM. To generate a YYYYMMDD, we  use the first day of each 

month, such as using 19260701 for 192607. However, the dates from Yahoo!Finance are end of the monthly dates.  
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Before copying the formula to other cells, we have to make two modifications. First, 

E3:E10 should cover all E column, this is true for A2:A9 and F3:F10. Second we have to adjust 

relative and absolute addresses. The final formula is shown below.  

 

As discussed before, column C contains two types of data: price (level) and return. Thus, 

for Rf, SMB and HML, we should retrieve data directly from column C, see the formula for Rf 

below. 

 

This is true for other returns values, such as SMB, HML and the like.  

5 Generating an annual return matrix 

In this section, we discuss how to convert monthly returns into annual ones.  

Step 1: Estimate monthly log returns by applying the following formula.  

𝑅𝑡 = ln(
𝑃𝑡

𝑃𝑡−1
),        (1) 

where Rt is the log return for month t, Pt is the end of month adjusted price in month t.  

 

Step 2: Remove the first log return for each ticker since it uses the last price of the previous 

ticker.   
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Step 3: Generate a column called year.  

 

Step 4:Enter a few tickers we plan to estimate their annual returns.  

 

Step 5: Produce the preliminary formula by using the Excel sumifs() function. Here we use an 

important property related to log return: log annual return is the summation of the log 

monthly return.  

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑦,     (2) 

 

Step 6: modify the formula for Rf, SMB and HML by using column C instead of column E, see 

the modified formula below.  
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The final log-annual return matrix is shown below.  

 

Step 7: convert a log annual return into percentage return by applying the following formula.  

𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑒𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑔 − 1      (3)  

The final (percentage) return matrix is shown below.  
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6. Another example related to the term structure of interest rates 

When teaching courses related to bond pricing, we will use the term structure of interest 

rates. Usually, we will use Yahoo!Finance to show students the current term structure of interest 

rates, see today’s term structure of interest rates below. 
7
 

 

However, for the historical term structures of interest rates, it is quite difficult to ask 

students to download and process data. Fortunately, with this data set available, it is easy to get 

historical term structure. The reason is that we have several related ID: YIELD1M, YIELD3M, 

YIELD6M, YIELD1Y, YIELD3Y, YIELD5Y, YIELD7Y, YIELD10Y, YIELD20Y, and  

YIELD30Y. Obviously, M is for Month, and Y is for year. For example, YIELD10Y is the yield 

of US Treasury Bond with a constant maturity of 10 years. 
8
 

Using the Excel index() and match() functions, discussed in the previous section, we 

could retrieve the historical term structure of interest rates easily, see the following images.  

 

                                                 
7
 http://finance.yahoo.com/bonds 

8
 Sources of data http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/H15/data.htm 
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7 List of potential data cases for teaching finance 

For Corporate Finance, we have three data cases. For Portfolio Analysis taught at 

Canisius, students have to finish about 7 data cases. In addition, they have a term project. The 

following table includes some data cases.  

Table 1: a list of potential topics for data cases (term projects) 

Names Description 

Running a CAPM model for a dozen stocks 

 

Capital Asset Pricing model 

Running a Fama-French 3-factor model 

 

This is a simple extension of CAPM , a single-

factor model 

Fama-French-Carhart 4-factor model 

 

Adding an extra momentum factor 

Correlation  

 

Understanding the importance of correlation, 

correlation matrix 

Construction industry portfolio  Estimating value-weighted and equal-weighted 

portfolio 

Impact of term structure of interest rates Short-term and long-term bonds issuing  

Estimating the correlation matrix between 

different industries, markets and countries 

Diversification effect 

Constructing a randomly selected n-stock 

portfolio  

Understanding random number generator 

Portfolio volatility vs. number of stocks Diversification effect 

Testing the January-Effect 

 

Since we have so many stocks, we could test 

this one easily  

Constructing various optimal portfolios  

 

Construct a 50-stock or 100-stock portfolio  

Constructing  an efficient frontier 

 

This is a very important exercise 

Testing size effect  We need more data related to shares-

outstanding  

 

When to distribute it to students should be planned carefully. For the first several 

lectures, instructors should teach students how to download and process several types of time 

series from public sources. For example, to collect the historical monthly return data for IBM, we 

go to Yahoo!Finance  while from the Federal Reserve Bank’s Data Library, we collect monthly 

Euro Dollar deposit rate. In terms of timing of distribution of this data set: after mid-term. More 

specifically, together with an instruction of term projects, my students were told that this data set 

could be used for their term projects.  
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8 Conclusion and potential extensions 

In this paper, we discuss a useful Excel data set for teaching various finance courses such 

as Corporate Finance, Invetments and Portfolio Theory. The structure of the data is the simplest: 

with just three columns: ID, DATE VALUE. The data set contains monthly adjusted prices for 

over 200 stocks, Fama-French’s 3 factors plus momentum factor, CPI, gold price, GDP growth 

rate and unemployment rate. The last column, i.e., VALUE column, contains three types of data: 

the end of month adjusted price, monthly return and index level. For a given set of IDs (tickers, 

we show how to construct a return matrix which is vital for our further analysis.  

A simple extension is to generate a daily data set mimicking the current monthly data set. 

With a daily data set, we could teach students converting daily returns to monthly and to annual. 

We could offer extra data cases such as testing Weekday Effect, estimating Roll’s spread, 

constructing illiquidity measure, Aminud (2002) and a liquidity measure, Pastor and Stambarg 

(2002).  
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Appendix A: An alternative way to find out all unique IDs 

Another way to find out all unique value is by applying Excel pivot table.
9
 

Step 1:  move your curser to any cell within the data set. A example is given below.  

 

Step 2:  Click “Insert” on the menu bar, then “PivotTable” on the left-hand side.  

 

After click “PivotTable” on the left-hand side, we will see the following image.  

 

If we agree to use a new worksheet, just click OK.  

Step 3: We click ID on the right hand-side, see the left image below.  

 

 

Step 4: move our cursor to the left, it is done. The first several unique IDs are shown in the right 

panel above. From the above result, we could find all unique values. By adding another 

column we could find how many unique values we have.  
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Based on the last ticker of Z, we know that in total we have 318 unique securities. Again, 

this data set contains the month stock price for 200 stocks, Fama-French factors, GDP in 2013 

dollar (GDP201), Gold price (GoldPr), CPI, and Unemployment Rate (unempl). 
10
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 Another good exercise is to find out the beginning and ending dates for each security. 


